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Abstract- Web crawlers mainly used for indexing where the deep webs are not indexed by standard search engines. In 

this paper, the different crawling strategies are discussed. To achieve high efficiency and wide coverage SmartCrawler 

technique is used. In this the overlap analysis and random sampling IP addresses are used to characterize deep web. For 

answering a given query deep web database selects the relevant data. Hidden surfacing is the main problem of deep web 

this can be maintained with the help of document oriented information. It has shown that the standard crawlers are not 

efficient than model based crawler. To improve the efficiency model based crawling is the best strategy. Specific topic 

relevant information can be gathered accurately with the help of focused crawler. Hidden web resources are domain 

dependent and these resources are found with little effort. This technique performs well in domain specific information.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Searching the information on large amount of web pages that is present on search engines, then this search engine 

uses the software called spiders; it will construct the words which originate its presence on web sites. Whenever a 

spiders construct the lists that method is called web crawling. For building and maintaining the relevant list of data a 

spiders has to come across a group of pages. These web crawlers allow to browses the data on World Wide Web for 

the reason of indexing. All search engines as well as several sites make use of this crawler to change their web 

contents [1]. Visited pages are used for later processing by the search engines during this visit web crawler copy 

these pages and indexing is applied on downloaded pages so the user can search relevant data efficiently.  Deep 

web means the large amount of information that is not indexed by any of the search engines such as google, yahoo 

and bing. This deep web find the web pages that cannot be accessed by any search engines such as registration web 

forums, user databases, web-mails and pages after pay walls [6]. These pages can be accessed by sending queries to 

the database. Locating the database of deep web is a challenging, since they are not registered with any search 

engines and they are constantly changing.         

This search engine does not cover all the data of the web. None of these engines search a data all overall the 

web. These data are called hidden data or deep data [10]. The importance of a page for a crawler is conveyed as a 

function of a page to a given query. Web crawling defines different strategies when implementing the crawling 

process. Focused crawler [7] is the web crawler it downloads the web pages which are correlated to each other and it 

collects the documents which are important and relevant to the known topic. In incremental crawler it refreshes its 

collected works and sometimes changes the existing documents with the newly downloaded documents. By visiting 

these existing pages regularly incremental crawler incrementally refreshes these pages. In distributed web crawling 

many crawlers are functioning to distribute the process of web crawling, in order to have the most exposure on the 

web. This web crawling is a dispersed computing technique. This distributed web crawler is geographically 

distributed so the central server manages the communication and synchronization of the nodes. Parallel crawler 

allows running multiple crawlers in parallel, which are called as Parallel crawlers. A Parallel crawler can be located 

on local network or on distributed locations. These types of crawler are useful when we have to improve searching 

of specific information. Different parameters can be improved using these crawling types. 
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II. RELATED WORK 

Feng Zhao et.al in [1] shows that deep web grows very fast. These deep webs are dynamic in nature therefore large 

coverage and efficiency is not achieved. To overcome these drawbacks this paper proposes SmartCrawler. With the 

help of this crawler broad coverage and efficiency is easily achieved. From the study it shows that deep web site 

typically contain a small amount of searchable forms [12]. Here, the crawler is divided into two steps: site locating is 

the first step and in-site exploring as a second step. In site locating it will accomplish broad coverage of sites and the 

in-site exploring step will achieve searching of forms inside the sites for efficient results. 

 

Denis Shestakov et.al in [2] discussed that deep web classification is done in two ways i.e. overlap analysis and rsIP 

(random sampling of IP addresses). In overlap analysis it involves pair wise comparisons of deep web sites and rsIP 

is easily generated and reproduced. This rsIP does not require any listings. Ignoring virtual hosting is the main 

drawback of rsIP. For accurate estimation of deep web parameters it samples the national web domain. These will 

implement the host IP cluster method that addresses the issues of old approach, and then it differentiates the deep 

web and resulted information is used for the survey of the deep web. The results of proposed sampling methods are 

estimated that might be helpful for further study to hold the deep web data.  

 

Raju Balakrishnan et.al in [3] presented deep web database selects the relevant web databases to give the answers 

about particular query. The existing database selects the methods that will evaluate the source quality based query. 

When these methods applied to the deep web it has two difficulties. These approaches are doubter for the accuracy 

of the source and the query based results are not considered as important. For open collections like the deep web 

these considerations are essential. Many sources provide answer to the query, and then these answers are helpful for 

accessing the sources. It computes the contract of the source and the answer is return based on the agreements. 

While computing the agreement it allows measuring and compensating possible involvement between the sources. 

Here, they calculated SourceRank for the possibility of a random data.  

 

Yeye He et.al [4] has shown deep web crawler refers the difficulty of developing hidden information following the 

web search interface of dissimilar sites transversely the web. Deep web sites preserve article based information 

which focuses on deep web journalism, this examine that a major section of deep web sites which includes shopping 

sites, company sites, business sites etc. Searching such site oriented content is valuable for many reasons. Existing 

crawling technique is not suitable for entity oriented sites then it is optimized for document oriented content. In this 

work, it describes a sample system that is crawling entity leaning deep web sites. It also proposes a technique which 

will deal with the significant sub-problems. Here, it leverages characteristics of these entity sites and proposed 

technique improves the efficiency and effectiveness of the crawler system.  

 

Mustafa Emre Dincturk et.al in [5] presented new technique of crawling approach. This approach is used as a 

beginning to design a resourceful crawling strategy for RIAs (Rich Internet Application). A simple model crawling 

is called hyper-cube strategy. This crawling is compared with existing strategy for performance improvement. The 

performance can be checked using different methods such as breadthfirst search, depthfirst search, and a greedy 

method. Model based crawling approach is well organized and professional than any other standard strategy. 

Although the hyper-cube method is an excellent example which shows that this newly designed crawling approach 

works well and it has a fine performance compared to the existing strategy.  

 

Thomas Kabisch et.al in [6] discussed VISual Query interface Integration system is nothing but the deep web 

integration system. This query is useful when the query interfaces are hierarchically structured, this will characterize 

the applications in specific domains and then allow matching different elements. This gives the solutions to deep 

web integration systems. VisQI has a structure similar to design process such that other users can reuse its 

mechanism easily. 

 

Soumen Chakrabarti et.al in [7] presented that the information which is related to a specific topic are gathered using 

focused crawlers. Focused crawlers allow searching relevant information in more depth and keeping the crawler 

fresh, because there is less to wrap for each crawler. The development over the focused crawler is that it assigns 

priorities to the unvisited URLs in the crawler database. This will lead a higher rate of fetching pages which are 

relevant to the specific topic. These features will be more numerous, sparser and might be harder to learn.  
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Cheng Sheng et.al in [8] describes a hidden database which will refer the dataset. An organization access these 

datasets on network by allowing developers to issue the queries during a search interface. Search engines cannot 

effectively index hidden databases and are thus unable to direct queries to the relevant data in those repositories. 

Whenever the algorithm accesses data from hidden database in a row wise format then the problem is occurred. 

These algorithms are capable and they accomplish the assignment by performing little amount of queries in the 

worst case. And for larger queries it is impractical to recover the effectiveness of algorithm.  

 

Nilesh Dalvi et.al [9] gives an indefinite set of items are enclosed in known and unknown group of elements. 

Estimation of sets can be done based on the set range and properties of the data within the defined set. This has 

many problems and to address such problems a capable method is defined that uses the set information to find 

solution of the defined problem. This approach might be used in the hidden web database environment to calculate 

the quantity of sets. Here, they believe in each set defined by this approach and allows the applications such as 

google-maps and APIs. The performance can be improved with the help of this newly defined approach.  

 

Mohammadreza Khelghati et.al in [10] represented general approach which finds and extracts the information from 

search engines such as google, yahoo, bing via searching specific queries. Hidden web means all required data is not 

covered by search engines and this information is unavailable during the crawling process. From the estimation it is 

noticed that hidden web holds the data which is much more than the data available in search engines this process is 

called as surface web. The data available on deep web can be achieved by their own interfaces, resulting and 

querying all the sources of information that may be constructive that could be tricky to understand and are long task. 

When the large quantity of data is linked to useful data then it may not possible for a user to cover all data on web 

search engines.  

 

Andre Bergholz et.al in [11] defines a technique to recognize domain relevant hidden web property. The hidden web 

crawler discovers exciting web pages, analyze it and search relevant information to take decision about hidden web. 

This paper describes a crawler which will starts at particular point in the hidden web. Pre-classified documents and 

relevant keywords are used to initialize domain specific crawler. These evaluate sequence of results using the top 

level category in the directory and report the study of hidden web assets. It shows the amount of hidden web assets 

is greatly domain dependent, the resources are established with slight crawling effort and these methods perform 

well in both the domain specific and accidental form of crawling.  

 

Kevin Chen et.al in [12] proposes objectives of the integration system which gives the dynamic results. This 

integration system constructs the methods such as query translation and discovery of dynamic sources. It presents 

the structural design and fundamental approaches while implementing the sub-systems. Integration of system efforts 

and performing function of sub-systems is the main task. Here, they have observed sub-systems which present the 

challenges and opportunities ahead of subsystem segregation.  

 

Mangesh Manke et.al in [13] has shown that achieving wider treatment and high effectiveness is major issue. To 

overcome these problems this paper demonstrates a skeleton, specifically for efficient gathering deep interfaces. It 

defines two stages, in first step it will do site based arrangement of centre pages with respect to search information, 

avoid visiting an extra large page. To understand the results of crawling process, the crawler ranks these websites to 

instruct enormously relevant ones for a specific topic. In next step, most relevant linking is achieved by crawler in 

this stage.  

 

Jayant Madhavan et.al in [14] discussed that surfacing deep web has several challenges. The HTML form will cover 

more languages and thousands of domains its main goal is to index the contents. This approach is fully automatic, 

extremely scalable and well-organized. A huge amount of searchable forms has phrasing input and it requires the 

suitable input ideas. These values should be sending properly for accurate results. Here, it will first select the input 

value for text inputs which will recognize key terms and an algorithm is used for identifying input values which will 

accept only standards of a specific data. This HTML form has more than one input and hence immature strategy is 

used.  

 

Denis Shestakov et.al in [15] discussed web pages are dynamically generated. Web dynamism is the important 

container here web pages are generated as per the given query and they are submitted to the databases which is 

presented onsite. These pages represents piece of the web known as profound web. The study of web sites which are 

already estimated is based on deep webs. The main parameters of deep webs are not enquired so far. Thus, famous 
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characters of the deep web possibly are unfair, which particularly outstand to enhance web content. Using sampling 

technique the deep web is estimated accurately. 

 

III. CONCLUSION 

This study shows various strategies of web crawler. The above survey shows that efficient crawling strategy is done 

using the approach of model based crawling. When the topic relevant information is to be searched then the focused 

crawler is used. Hidden web resources are also domain dependent. The high accuracy is achieved in focused 

crawler. This survey gives that the wide coverage and high efficiency both together is achieved using SmartCrawler 

technique. For wider coverage it ranks the collected sites and for high efficiency it links the websites. This study 

shows that focusing on specific topic it achieves more accurate results. 
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